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Curriculum for an information literate
lifecourse
• Individual reflecting on his/her information literacy
contexts
• Identifying IL strengths, gaps & priorities for his/her
stage in life - forming his/her own personal
“curriculum” for development
• Being able to audit his/her context: at different
stages of life; at transition points; in response to
critical events
See: Webber and Johnston (2013)
Earlier reflections on curriculum: Johnston & Webber (2006), Webber & Johnston (2000)

Goal for education: Situational
awareness rather than “transfer of
skills”
• Moving awareness and understanding of own IL to
the foreground – developing awareness becomes
the learning outcome
• Requires different learning outcomes and pedagogic
strategy in formal education
• Changing role of LIS professionals and educators

Curriculum perspectives
Holistic institutional view
– Course design
– Pedagogy
– Content
– Processes
– Interactions
– Connections to wider
social, economic and
cultural influences

+

Personal view
– Lifecourse design
– Self-awareness
– Personal choice to engage
with organisation/
community/ person to
enable your personal
curriculum for IL
– Powerful tradition of people
teaching themselves

Sheila Webber / Bill Johnston, 2013

Schuller and Watson (2009) life stages
•
•
•
•

Up to 25
25-50
50-75
Over 75
– Ageing society
– Changing patterns of paid/unpaid activity
– Current imbalance in spending on education (& in
researchers’ & librarians’ attention?)
– They advocate constructing“a curriculum framework for
citizens’ capabilities”
Sheila Webber / Bill Johnston, 2013

The information literate person in a changing
information culture and society

Information economy:
•Law
•Changes in media
•Pricing etc

Technical changes

Personal goals,
relationships, habits,
special needs

Information literate
person

Organisational culture:
•Mission; Values; Norms
•Management style; ways of working
•Information strategy

Personal
context

Local & national
culture & society
Johnston & Webber 2013
Based on Webber and Johnston, 2000

Examples

Information economy:

Open access - Open Educational
Resources; MOOCs (Massive Open
Online Courses)

Sheila in a changing information culture and
society
Personal goals, habits,
special needs

Family member has Age-Related
Macular Degeneration (AMD)
and has become physically frail

Technical changes

- New systems
- Corporate/Individual options with
Google services

Sheila

Organisational
culture
University of Sheffield
Organisations I need
New Roles - e.g. Head of
to know more about
Local authorities
research group
- Care service companies
New Systems - e.g. Futurelearn
- Futurelearn
MOOC platform

Local & national culture &
society

- Move to online provision
of Government information
- Cuts in social services

New organisations – e.g.
Futurelearn

Sheila Webber / Bill Johnston, 2013

Some questions
• What information / information literacy needs arise?
• Do I need to develop my own information literacy to deal
with these new / changed needs?
• What do I need to do to meet these needs?
• Are there things that I need to get/help others to do?
– Intrapersonal and interpersonal information literacy

• How information literate are the people/ organisations
I’m dealing with?
• Who is impacted if I do or don’t address these
information literacy needs? Me? Other people?
Sheila Webber / Bill Johnston, 2013

Example from my map
• Age related Macular Degeneration
– Information to do with the medical condition
– Information to do with care and support for family
member (local and national agencies)
– Information on companies/charities that sell/provide
products & services for the partially sighted

•

Development needs include
– Finding out about new organisations - How do they
disseminate information? What’s the best way to
communicate with them? How “information literate” are
they? Do I know people who have connections with
them? Development implications not just for me
Sheila Webber / Bill Johnston, 2013

Further examples
• Exiting workplace: Brian Kelly’s (2013) reflections on problems
associated with redundancy
• New workplace: former student, now working at Lenovo in
China as a SAP information system support engineer. “I must
keep reading and acquiring basic knowledge from every type of
sources (e.g. internet ... and conversation with colleagues).
Well, I have to say, the module “Information Literacy” really
taught me how to find useful information very fast. This module
also taught me how to draw the key points among mass
information.”
One of the 4 aims of my IL module is for “develop their own
information literacy and understanding of its application to their
future lives”: this influences how IL is taught

Acting in a crisis, in Syria:
“she told what Dr Shahd teach us was great, I was able to
search for the best way to escape after I checked with my
husband all the ways. She told me that she used
the internet on Google earth to find information about the
pathways and I did the same and I teach other people to
do so as well. I am sorry if I said too much but I wanted to
tell you that you are in our heart and what you teach us is
like a matter of live or death”
Personal email received by Dr Shahd Salha (10 Oct 2012)

• Situational awareness of IL: becoming aware that
being information literate is valuable, and making
choices using IL
• MOOCs
• Lifelong learning can’t be restricted to subject
content prescribed by universities
• A curriculum vita (a course for life) should be
generated by people during the course of their lives
• IL as a discipline to enable life
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